
Introducing the BT6500 – the new phone that
helps you block nuisance calls

/EINPresswire.com/ UK (Submitpressrelease123.com - press release) Electronics retailer BT Shop

has launched a brand new handset unlike any other with the latest model, the BT6500, giving

consumers the ability to block nuisance calls.

Gone are the days when homeowners were disturbed by the endless trill of their home phones,

thanks to the unique functionality of the BT6500 which allows users to block up to 80% of

unwanted or nuisance phone calls.

The call management feature has been designed with customer needs in mind, so people can

actively choose which calls they want to take and which to block. And that’s not all; users can

block generic call types such as international and withheld number calls, as well as specific

telephone numbers, which is handy for bringing unwanted calls to a halt.

For those who seek a quiet and undisturbed afternoon, the silent mode feature is ideal. Users

can make sure they only receive calls from those they want to hear from by adding important

telephone numbers to the VIP list.

It’s also easy to prevent children from racking up huge phone bills thanks to the handy parental

control feature which can be installed to block expensive outgoing mobile and premium calls.

Busy people who are often out of the house during the daytime can ensure they don’t miss any

important calls, as the BT6500 Trio records up to 30 minutes of messages. What’s more, users

can view voice messages in a list format, enabling them to choose which message to listen to

first. 

Duncan Rutherford, Product Manager, said: “Here at BT Shop, we’re committed to bringing the

latest innovations in technology to our customers, and anything that eases the strain of their

hectic day-to-day lifestyles is a sure-fire winner in our book. Our brand new BT6500 prevents the

user from being constantly disturbed by unwanted telephone calls, allowing them to get on with

their day.”

The BT6500 is available to buy as a single, twin, trio or quad package, and prices start from an

affordable £44.98. 

http://www.shop.bt.com/category/electronics,telephony,telephones/11206
http://www.shop.bt.com/products/bt-6500-trio-8H3J.html


Customers can view the full range of handsets and wireless routers from BT Shop on the website

at www.shop.bt.com. 
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